Rotor Ice Mass | Alarm
Icing on wind turbine blades affects their aerodynamic
performance and thus reduces the energy yield.
The rotor ice alarm reports if critical icing occurs
at a wind turbine's rotor blade and mitigates the
risk of ice throw. It indicates when ice accretion
exceeds a critical threshold according to site-specific
applicable regulations. Customers are informed 24/7
via a dashboard notification, email and/or SMS, if ice
accretion is above the critical ice mass.
In order to reduce performance losses due to icing,
heating systems can be used to prevent ice accretion.
The reliable ice mass indication optimizes the heating
system and prevents both unnecessary heating and
severe icing conditions

The ice mass for each blade as well as the alarm and warning
thresholds are visualized in our dashboard as a time series and
a current status plot.

Customer Value
Ice accretion is a major cause for underperformance of wind turbines. Turbines need to be stopped for safety reasons,
e.g. close to highways, which increases downtime. With the reliable ice detection and the certified start and stop
function, the downtime due to ice on rotor blades can be minimized. The annual energy production can be increased
up to 10% depending on the region.
Exemplary Case: Assuming a 4% increase in annual energy production for a 3 MW turbine with a compensation
of 89 €/MWh and 2 500 full load hours, approximately 27 000 €/year can be gained compared to nacelle-based
ice detection systems
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Visualization of ice mass for each blade, ice warning and ice alarm on fos4X dashboard
Integration of fos4X data into existing monitoring system available on request
Automated email and/or SMS notification if the ice mass of one blade exceeds the threshold
Data export from fos4X dashboard to CSV-files
Historic data storage and access available on request
System certified for automatic turbine start and stop by DNV-GL
Benchmark to existing ice detection system or performance report available on request
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